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Since the early 1970s, I have had a 
large, impressive-looking cartridge 
in my collection. When I bought 
the single .460 Weatherby Magnum 

round, I never would have dreamed to 
ever actually fire and much less own a rifle 
chambered for it. In 1996, however, my 
school friend Fred in Switzerland asked me 
whether I would be interested in shooting 

The .460
- Roy Weatherby’s biggest Magnum
by Hans Bossert

.460

a .460 Weatherby Magnum rifle, as he had 
one standing in the rack of his shop, but 
the customers only ever thought of it as 
an interesting conversation piece and not 
something to spend money on. I, however, 
being a big-bore aficionado, didn’t take 
long to decide and asked Fred to send it to 
Australia.

The .460 is the second of Weatherby’s 
A full-length view of the 
.460 Weatherby Mark V.

Hans Bossert takes 
aim with the .460 

Weatherby.
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PRODUCT
CODE LOADED AMMO    /100
431 5510 .223 Rem 5.56mm GB501 HPBT 70gr $222
431 6056 .243 Win 6.16mm E497 SP 100gr $226
431 6046 6mm BR Norma Scenar GB493 HPBT 105gr $262
431 6014 6.5x47 Scenar GB464 HPBT 108gr $293
431 6011 6.5x47 Scenar GB489 HPBT 123gr $320
431 6012 6.5x47 Scenar GB458 HPBT 139gr $300
431 7189 .308 Win Mega E415 SP 185gr $221
431 7073 .308 Win Scenar   GB 491 HPBT 155gr $294
431 7515 .308 Win Scenar GB422 HPBT 167gr $293
431 7523 .308 Win Scenar GB432 HPBT 185gr $380
431 7340 .308 Win Subsonic B416 FMJBT 200gr $363
431 7538 .308 Win Lock Base B466 FMJBT 150gr $253
431 7596 .308 Win Lock Base B476 FMJBT 170gr $297
N317101 .308 Win Naturalis N505 Solid 181gr $169
431 8033 .338 Lapua Mag Lockbase  B408 FMJBT 250gr $862
431 8017 .338 Lapua Mag Scenar GB488 HPBT 250gr $885
431 8013 .338 Lapua Mag Scenar GB528 HPBT 300gr $890
N318020 .338 Lapua Mag Naturalis LR N508 Solid 235gr $950
 Dealers 20% discount
 HANDGUN BRASS    /100
4PH 8021 .32 S&W Long    $44
4PH 9030 9mm Luger    $44
4PH 9033 9mm Far         $48
 RIFLE UNPRIMED BRASS              /100 
4PH 5002 .222 Rem Match 5.70x43    $90
4PH 5003 .223 Rem Match 5.56x45    $88 
4PH 5013 .220 Russian    $145
4PH 6009 .243 Win 6.16x51mm    $112 
4PH 6046 6mm BR Norma    $99
4PH 6010 6.5x47    $157 
4PH 6012 6.5x55 Swedish    $94
4PH 6020 6.5 Grendel    $115
4PH 6030 6.5/284    $129
4PH 7068 .30-06 7.62x63    $133 
4PH 7215 7.62x53/54 Russian    $126 
4PH 7217 .308 Win 7.62x51    $80
4PH 7074 7.62x39    $65 
4PH 8068 .338 Lapua Mag    $374 
4PH 9050 9.3x62mm    $129 
 PROJECTILES  BULLET WEIGHT  /100 
4PL 5001 .222 Rem (5.69mm/.224) S382 FMJ 55gr  $32
4PL 5002 .222 Rem = 5.69mm/.224 E369 SP 55gr  $32
4PL 5005 .224 = 5.69mm S538 FMJ 55gr  $38
4PL 5004 .223 Rem = 5.69mm/.224 E372 SP 55gr  $42
4PL 5010 .223 Rem 5.69mm/.224 GB501 HPBT 69gr  $38
4PL 5012 .223 Rem 5.69mm/.224 GB527 HPBT 77gr  $47
NPL6201 .243 Win = 6.16mm Naturalis N509 Solid 90gr  $78
4PL 6046 6mm = 6.16mm/.243 Scenar G490 HP 77gr  $47
4PL 6047 6mm = 6.16mm/.243 Scenar GB493 HPBT 90gr  $49
4PL 6045 6mm = 6.16mm/.243 Scenar GB478 HPBT 105gr  $48
4PL 6033 6.5mm = 6.72mm/.264 Scenar GB504 HPBT 100gr  $46 
4PL 6020 6.5mm = 6.72mm/.264 Scenar GB464 HPBT 108gr  $45 
4PL 6032 6.5mm = 6.72mm/.264 Scenar GB489 HPBT 123gr  $40 
4PL 6018 6.5mm = 6.72mm/.264 Scenar GB458 HPBT 139gr  $41
4PL 6000 6.5mm = 6.72/.264 B343    FMJBT 144gr  $48
4PL 6010 6.5mm = 6.72mm/.264 Mega E471 SP 155gr  $58
NPL6101 6.5mm = 6.72mm/.264 Naturalis N507 Solid 140gr  $79
NPL7028 7mm Naturalis N510 Solid 160gr  $259
4PL 7224 .308 = 7.83mm Hollow Point G477 HP 100gr  $42
4PL 7003 .308 = 7.83mm SpitzerS374 FMJ 123gr  $38
4PL 7073 .308 = 7.83mm  Scenar  GB491 HPBT 155gr  $57
4PL 7069 .308 = 7.83mm  Scenar GB422 HPBT 167gr  $48
4PL 7071 .308 = 7.83mm  Scenar  GB432 HPBT 185gr  $53
4PL 7091 .308 = 7.83mm Lockbase B466 FMJBT 150gr  $48
4PL 7086 .308 = 7.83mm Lockbase B476 FMJBT 170gr  $56
4PL 7019 .308 = 7.83mm D46 FMJBT 185gr  $52
4PL 7005 .310 = 7.87mm D166 FMJBT 200gr  $54
4PL 7060 .308 = 7.83mm Subsonic B416 FMJBT 200gr  $58
4PL 7057 .308 = 7.83mm Mega E469 SP 155gr  $47
4PL 7213 .308 = 7.83mm Mega  E415 SP 185gr  $51
4PL 7047 .308 = 7.83mm Mega  E401 SP 200gr  $48
NPL7101 .308 = 7.83mm Naturalis N505 Solid 181gr  $80
NPL7103 .308 = 7.83mm Naturalis N513 Solid 200gr  $98
NPL7102 .308 = 7.83mm Naturalis LR N518 Solid 170gr  $84
4PL 7045 .311 = 7.91mm Spitzer S405 FMJ 123gr  $40
4PL 8012 .338 = 8.61mm/.339 Lockbase GB408 FMJBT 250gr  $90
4PL 8017 .338 = 8.61mm/.339  Scenar GB488 HPBT 250gr  $94
4PL8013 .338 = 8.61mm/.339 Scenar GB528 HPBT 300gr  $109
NPL8020 .338 = 8.61mm/.339 Naturalis N508 Solid 231gr  $220
4PL 9017 9.3mm = .366 Mega E433 SP 285gr  $79
NPL9202 9.3mm = .366 Naturalis LR N522 Solid 200gr  $222
NPL9201 9.3mm = .366 Naturalis N506 Solid 270gr  $208
4PL 1271 .50 bmg 750gr  solid 750gr  $577
 HANDGUN PROJECTILES    /100
4PL 9016 9mm Luger (9mm/.355) FMJ 123gr   $23
4PL 8021 .32 S&W (7.65mm/.32) LWC 98gr  $18
 MOLY-COATED  PROJECTILES BULLET WEIGHT  /100 
CPL 5010 .223 Rem (5.69mm/.224) GB501 HPBT 69gr  $43
CPL 6046 6mm = 6.16mm/.243 Scenar G490 HP 77gr  $55 
CPL 6047 6mm = 6.16mm/.243 Scenar GB493 HPBT 90gr  $58 
CPL 6045 6mm = 6.16mm/.243 Scenar GB478 HPBT 105gr  $63
CPL 6033 6.5mm = 6.72mm/.264 Scenar GB504 HPBT 100gr  $54 
CPL 6020 6.5mm = 6.72mm/.264 Scenar GB464 HPBT 108gr  $53
CPL 6032 6.5mm = 6.72mm/.264 Scenar GB489 HPBT 123gr  $50 
CPL 6018 6.5mm = 6.72mm/.264 Scenar GB458 HPBT 139gr  $55 
CPL 7073 .308 = 7.83mm Scenar GB491 HPBT 155gr  $60 
CPL 7069 .308 = 7.83mm Scenar GB422 HPBT 167gr  $59 
CPL 7071 .308 = 7.83mm Scenar GB432 HPBT 185gr  $60
Lapua Reloading Book    $55
VihtaVuori Reloading Book    $55

GST INCLUDED - PRICES APPLY ONLY WHILE STOCKS LAST
SHOPS & DEALERS 20% DISCOUNT      FREIGHT-FREE OVER $2000

Magnums inspired by the .416 Rigby case. When Roy Weatherby 
began the development of his big .378 Magnum during the early 
1950s, he basically necked the Rigby case down, modified the 
shoulder to a double radius design and added a belt.

In 1958, five years after introducing the .378 Weatherby 
Magnum, Roy opened the neck to .458" and called it the .460 
Weatherby Magnum. His then latest design was possibly 
inspired by Winchester’s introduction of their successful .458 
Magnum two years earlier or perhaps by experimenters such 
as John Buhmiller, a gunsmith and hunter from Montana in the 
USA. John took a necked-up .378 Magnum that he called the 
.45 Weatherby to Africa in 1956 to shoot buffalo and marauding 
elephant.

Looking through the Weatherby book, The Man, the Gun, the 
Legend, and checking the serial numbers against the manufac-
turing dates, it substantiated that my rifle was made in Japan 
in 1988 and was designated ‘Euromark’. It is stocked with a 
well laid out, straight-grained, typical, love ’em or hate ’em 
Weatherby Monte Carlo walnut stock with a rosewood fore-end 
tip and pistol grip cap and is protected with a satin urethane 
finish.

Like all Mark V rifles, the wrist of the .460 Weatherby 
Magnum is internally reinforced with an aluminium rod. The 
stock has three areas of plastic bedding: around the extra recoil 
lug on the barrel, behind the action recoil lug and at the rear of 
the magazine. These reinforced areas, plus the extra barrel lug, 
assure that the stock will not split under the heavy recoil of the 
big cartridge.

Most shooters would be familiar with the standard Mark 
V action, but few have examined and handled a Mark V rifle 

A .460 Weatherby 
Mark V with scope.

A .460 Weatherby with a Pendleton muzzle brake.

The .460 - Roy Weatherby’s biggest Magnum
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GPL Promotions ABN 34 000 440 077  

Proudly presents

The Greengrass Antique and Modern Arms Expo
    The friendliest, fair dinkum gunshow in NSW

Antique pistols, rifl es, shotguns, modern sporting and shooting club fi rearms, books, medals, archery, cameras, reloading gear and general 
accessories, knives, swords, safe & security equipment, videos, scopes & binoculars, watches, recreational & leisure gear, ammunition, 

militaria, historical memorabilia and collectables and displays. Trinkets and novelties - something for everyone. All items for sale or trade. 
Interstate dealers in attendance. A visit to any of the expos qualifi es as one of the mandatory club attendances (for NSW).

PENRITH MAY 15 - 16, 2010
Saturday 9am-5pm  Sunday 9am-4pm    

Panthers Exhibition Building, Mulgoa Road, Penrith
Adults $10 (price includes GST). Children under 16 free when accompanied by an adult. Please apply for permit to acquire at least six 

weeks before show dates if you are planning to purchase or take possession of a fi rearm at this show. 
Wheelchair access, ample parking, great food, cafe on site.

“BEWARE OF IMITATIONS - COME TO A REAL OLD-FASHIONED GUNSHOW.”

Contact Malcolm Gault, phone: 02 4981 7920, Fax: 02 4981 8627, Mob: 0407 016 420, Email: malcolmgault.lynx@bigpond.com
Dealer Licence No. 400027000

Lynx Optics will be 
at the Penrith Show 

May 15 - 16

A
S0510JW

www.penrithgunshow.com.au

in the .460 Weatherby Magnum calibre. 
Basically, the standard Mark V action and 
the one used for the .460 cartridges are 
the same, with the greatest difference 
being in the magazine set-up for the big 
rounds. For all other Weatherby Magnum 
cartridges, the magazine is of the usual 
Mauser type, with the cartridges stag-
gered in the magazine box and with the 
follower designed to hold the top cartridge 
against the side of the magazine box and 
tight under the receiver rail.

For the .378, .416 and .460, the magazine 
takes the cartridges in a single column. 
They are fed from a flat follower straight 
forward from between the lips of the maga-
zine box and do not touch the receiver. 
Magazine capacity is two of the big rounds, 
compared to three in the smaller, standard 
Magnums. The magazine lips are quite 
stiff and a little bit of effort is required to 
load the cartridges from the top. When 
charging the magazine, one has to take 
care and avoid canting the rounds; other-
wise, they can stick awkwardly and tightly 
between the lips and it can then be a bit 
of a struggle to free them again. All of this 
is not something to be commended in a 
dangerous-game rifle. What this rifle really 
needs is a properly proportioned staggered 
column Mauser-type magazine holding 

The .460 - Roy Weatherby’s biggest Magnum

The locking lugs from a 
.460 Weatherby Mark V.

The bolt from a .460 
Weatherby Mark V.
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As the shooters insurance, SSAAIB 
can tailor a Gun Dealer Business 
Policy specifi c to your needs. Not 
only will you get the best policy 
available, but insuring with SSAAIB 
benefi ts the SSAA too - the 
Association of choice for many of 
your valued customers. Don’t trust 
your business - your livelihood - to 
anyone else. 

SSAA Insurance Brokers Pty Ltd ABN 86 077 822 970 is a Corporate Authorised Representative under Australian Financial Services, Licence No 237491, ABN 52 074 444 296.

Call SSAAIB on 1800 808 608 
for an obligation-free quote.

Gun dealers know guns. Insurers know insurance. 
Only SSAA Insurance Brokers Pty Ltd (SSAAIB) knows about both.

0000088888888888 

three rounds. It could then be loaded much 
more quickly without having to look down 
and concentrate on keeping the cartridges 
level with the lips.

As an alternative, it has been suggested 
that the magazine, being single column, 
can be loaded from the bottom by simply 
opening the floorplate. I found this to be 
very cumbersome and totally useless 
in the field. To be able to eject unfired 
cartridges, the receiver ring has a semicir-
cular notch cut out on the top right-hand 
side. If this notch was not present, it would 
be impossible to eject the 95mm-long 
cartridges.

The rifle’s metalwork is bead-blasted 
and matte-blued to a low-lustre finish. 
It has a clean 26"-long barrel with an 
integrated Pendleton-type muzzle brake. 
The latest .460 Mark Vs have a screw-on 
muzzle brake; I find that the older built-in 
type looks better though.

I mounted a light 1.5x20mm Leupold 
scope that stands up well to heavy recoil, 
has very long eye relief and is guaranteed 
for life. The .460 Weatherby Magnum 
was originally said to reach a muzzle 
velocity of 2700fps with a 500-grain 
bullet, producing muzzle energy of 
8092 ft-lb. The factory, however, has 
revised that figure down to 2600fps with 

corresponding energy of 7500 ft-lb.
I have done a fair amount of handloading 

with the cartridge, mainly using Woodleigh 
Weldcore bullets, and the accuracy has 
generally been better than expected. The 
choice of cases is simple, as all are made 
by Norma. The Federal 215 Magnum 

primer was originally designed expressly 
to reliably ignite the large powder charges 
used in the .378 Weatherby cartridges; 
thus, these were used exclusively for all 
load developments.

The .460 - Roy Weatherby’s biggest Magnum

Reloading components for the .460 Weatherby.
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For more information visit www.auditbureau.org.au

Proudly Audited by

Truth, 
Not Dare*
*When audited by the CAB
CAB audited distribution - 103,240 
October 2008 - March 2009

Despite the size of the case, the .460 
Weatherby Magnum has a relatively high 
expansion ratio. This calls for powders in 
the medium to slow burning range, with 
AR2208, AR2209, AR2213SC, IMR 4350, 
IMR 4831, Reloder 19 and W760 being 
excellent choices.

Plenty of load data exists for the 
500-grain projectiles, so I won’t delve too 
much into this. I was mainly interested in 
what could be achieved with the impres-
sive 550-grain Woodleigh bullets. These 
long 550-grain projectiles have a very high 
sectional density of .375. The soft-nose 
bullet measures 36mm in length, while 
the full metal steel jacketed ones measure 
38.4mm. The long FMJ should give suffi-
cient penetration in large game such as 
buffalo and elephant.

The obvious powder to start with 
seemed to be AR2209, so 109 grains of 
this was loaded to generate a muzzle 
velocity of 2300fps with the 550-grain FMJ 
bullet and a compressed charge of 112 
grains delivered 2370fps, which was the 
highest velocity obtained during testing. 
Next, I tried 120 grains of AR2213SC 
and the soft-nose bullet reached 2350fps. 
When fully seating the 550-grain FMJ on 
the same 120-grain charge, it caused a 
bulge near the case shoulder and therefore 

could not be chambered.
The AR2208 was a bit of a surprise - 

100 grains of it produced 2350fps in the 
FMJ bullet, with an easy bolt lift and no 
apparent signs of excessive pressure as 
far as I was able to tell. I also tried loads 
containing Reloder 19 and VVN 160 with 
similar results. I fully expected to reach 

2400 to 2450fps with these projectiles as 
the ADI booklet lists maximum loads with 
600-grain bullets at around 2450fps by 
using 104 grains of AR2209 or 115 grains 

The .460 - Roy Weatherby’s biggest Magnum

A .460 Weatherby with a 100-yard target.
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Address  ............................................................................................

.......................................   State  ..............   Postcode .......................

Phone  ..............................................................................................

SSAA Membership No . ....................................................................

Post to:
SSAA Media & Publications, 
PO Box 2520, Unley SA 5061

Please post me  copy/ies of SSAA’s Comprehensive Guide to Shooting & Hunting in Australia

 Yes, I am a SSAA member - $4.95 including postage  
 I am not a SSAA member - $9.95 including postage
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Order your SSAA’s 
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of AR2213SC. However, it seems impos-
sible to obtain these speeds in my rifle 
with the powders on hand. Nevertheless, 
I believe what I accomplished is more 
than adequate to harvest any animal on 
this planet with a well-placed shot to a 
vital area, so an extra 100fps won’t make a 
difference.

All of these 550-grain bullet loads 
generate a calculated free recoil energy 
of around 100 to 110 ft-lb. My .458 Ruger 
M77 loaded with 500-grain bullets at 
2100fps generates about 60 to 65 ft-lb. To 
put that in perspective, your average 8lb 
.308 Winchester creates about 17 ft-lb. 
The recoil during test firing was absorbed 
by a Caldwell Lead Sled Shooting Rest 
with a couple of bags of lead shot on the 
tray. To shoot the loads like that was not 
uncomfortable; I believe that this device 
should be high on a must-have list for 
big-bore fans who like to experiment with 
heavy recoiling rifles.

Also assembled were some ‘shooter-
friendly’ loads with the 500-grain 
Woodleigh soft-nose bullet. What I was 
looking for was a muzzle velocity of about 
2350 to 2400fps, which I find to be a good 
low-pressure working load. In other words, 
I wanted to duplicate the recent rimless 
.450 Rigby. I found 110 grains of AR2209 

to be right in the ballpark of these figures; 
100 grains of AR2208 and 118 grains of 
AR2213SC was also good. These loads 
were fired in the normal bench rest fashion 
and while the recoil was still heavy and 
comparable to a .458 Winchester Magnum 

without a brake, the muzzle jump was not 
nearly as bad.

A good, light load with a 400-grain bullet 
is 100 grains of AR2206 powder, which 
produces 600fps muzzle velocity. A real 
zinger is 112 grains of AR2206H behind 

The .460 - Roy Weatherby’s biggest Magnum

A .45-70, left, .458 Winchester 
Magnum and .460 Weatherby 

Magnum.
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SSAA’s Cooks Companion
Cooks Companion

SSAA’s

•buy it for yourself
•buy it for your family
•buy it for a friend

50 easy-to-follow recipes

Spiral bound in 
heavy-quality gloss 
paper so it lies flat

$2995

18

Mustard rabbit
by Vanessa Casha

This recipe serves 4 people or 2 very hungry hunters!

Ingredients
4 teaspoons olive oil

6 medium-sized potatoes - chopped

1 onion - sliced

3 carrots - chopped

500g boneless rabbit meat (1 rabbit) - cubed
a little flour

4 teaspoons wholegrain mustard

250g frozen or canned peas

250ml chicken stock

salt and pepper - to taste

Method
1 Heat the oil and fry the potatoes for 5 minutes.
2 Add the onion and carrots and continue cooking 
until the potatoes are lightly browned.
3 In a bowl coat the rabbit cubes with flour and stir 
through the mustard.
4 Add the rabbit to the pan and continue cooking 
until it is lightly browned.
5 If the peas are frozen, stir them in now. If they are 
canned, add them at the end to avoid a soup-like 
consistency.
6 Cook for a couple of minutes before adding the 
stock, and salt and pepper.
7 Bring the mixure to the boil, stirring for 3-5 minutes 
or until the liquid thickens.
8 Serve in bowls with some nice crusty bread or 
damper.

Order form page 128
Buy it NOW!

a 350-grain bullet for an even 3000fps. 
Shooting the rifle offhand in Big Game 
Rifle competition with these 350- and 
400-grain bullet loads is nearly a pleasure 
and it certainly attracts the attention of the 
other shooters when it goes off.

If this rifle was equipped with a straight-
combed stock that was low enough to 
use comfortably with a good set of open 
sights (which should be fitted as standard 
on a dangerous-game rifle anyway) and if 
it incorporated a Mauser-type magazine 
holding three rounds, it could still be used 
effectively with a telescopic sight affixed 
with a quick-detachable mount and would 
surely rate as a classic. I have never found 
a rifle stocked this way to be difficult to 
use with a scope. In fact, I have found 
quite the contrary; the head is held more 
upright, target acquisition is very fast and 
your cheekbone is not pounded by the 
comb.

To sum it up, the .460 Weatherby 
Magnum is a nicely balanced cartridge 
that takes well to slightly reduced (from 
factory ballistics) loads with heavy bullets 
and handloading the big cartridge isn’t 
any more difficult than handloading for the 
.30-06. .

The .460 - Roy Weatherby’s biggest Magnum

  .460 Weatherby Magnum load data
Bullet (grains) Powder Charge (grains) Muzzle velocity (fps)
350 soft-point AR2206H 112 3000
400 soft-point AR2206 100 2600
500 soft-point AR2208 103 2400
500 soft-point AR2209 110 2380
500 FMJ AR2209 110 2400
550 soft-point AR2209 110 2350
550 soft-point AR2213 120 comp 2350
550 FMJ AR2208 100 2350
550 FMJ AR2209 112 2370

A comparison of projectiles, including a 
300-grain Hornady, left, 300-grain Taipan, 
350-grain Hornady, 400-grain Speer, 500-
grain Woodleigh, 550-grain Woodleigh 
and 550-grain Woodleigh FMJ.


